
 

Toys R Us extraordinaire and Darwin Bluewater stalwart, Michael ‘Greedy’ Waldmann put his brand new 
billion dollar drone to the ultimate test in August when he joined us for 10 days across the Kimberley. 
Flying by the seat of his pants most times, and getting bombarded with flight instructions from the peanut 
gallery every time, it is no wonder Greedy had to see a therapist when he got home. (Don’t mention the 
sailfish!) But to his credit, the drone did survive the trip, although it headed over the horizon with a mind 

of it’s own on more than one occasion, with only the deep blue 
sea beneath, but somehow it always came back safely. The 
aerial footage Michael has captured is exceptional. Check out 

some of his handywork on our Utube channel at:   http://
www.youtube.com/user/darwinbluewater  

  

Shady Camp BB&B…. 
Bed, Breakfast & Barra 
 Apart from having to do a 
runner back to Darwin when a 
cyclone loomed imminent and 
missing out on what was to be 
two days of insane big barra 
action, the Hyland C crew had a 
most enjoyable runoff looking 
after Justin Jones and his cli-
ents, and pointing them in the 
right direction. Gary and Phil 
were great forward scouts (with 
a little guidance from the Darwin 
Bluewater executive and some-
priceless local intel from Justin) 
and regularly discovered fish that 
no-one else had yet tuned into. 
Which is no mean feat considering 
the swarms of boats that frequent 
this area. This meant that both 
Justin’s clients, as well as our-
selves, were often one step ahead 
of the enemy in finding fish. Bas-
ing Hyland C inside Tommycut Ck 
for over a month really meant we 
were on the pulse of the entire 
system and the results showed. 
Who knows how many standard 
model barra we caught but it was 
lots. The metre board ticked over 
at a very respectable rate as well 
with some classic catches 

amongst them. 122cm was the 
best of the best and JJ even man-
aged a sneaky 110 for himself 
when his punters were all ‘big 
barra-ed out’ apparently!!... 
 Once he worked out how to keep 
a bend in his rod, Gary also came 
though for team Bluewater with 
two deserved 102 and 103cm fish 
but it was his vanilla slice that took 
the cake. Phil and I didn't land any 
whopper barras but we did make-
some exceptional scrambled eggs 
and bacon, and some not so ex-
ceptional Scones ‘Tonga style’, 
although they came in handy 
’sconing’ the occasional obnox-
ious crocodile. 
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out’ being called regularly after sufficient compre-
hensive arm stretching. Tuna were also thick 
offshore and provided great table fare, as did 
Crystal Creek, living up to its reputation as the 
ever reliable haunt for mudcrabs and queenfish. 
The Little Moyle itself fished well but we had to 
cut a few hot barra bites short as a pack of mon-
grel sized sharks had taken up residence inside 
the river and were partaking in a barra bite of 
their own. On one occasion we hooked 3 barra in 
3 consecutive trolls, all around the 95cm calibre 
and all 3 of them got devoured by marauding 
whalers so we thought it best not to try and catch 
anymore. A frustrating situation to be in consider-
ing the effort, energy and $$$ it takes to come 
and fish remote regions like this, but one where, 
ultimately, the welfare of the barramundi has to 
come first. 

   The Mighty 

Moyle rivers... 
 

We only did a couple of trips down 
to the Moyle rivers and surrounds 
this year but for those that joined 
us, it was well worth the effort. 
Premium quality saltwater barra 
appeared on cue right when and 
where they were expected too and 
across all trips our philosophy of 
fishing smarter not harder paid 
handsome dividends. When the 
dinner bell rang we were there 
with both barra and golden snap-
per coming over the side two by 
two when the timing was right, in 
what can only be described as 
exceptional fishing in anyone’s 
language. Even my mother got 
into the action with some hefty 
barra and she’s not one to leave 
the air conditioned saloon of the 
HC for more than an hour if she 
can help it. (Now I know why they 
call them ‘Motherships’…) 
At times jewfish were rife on the 
inshore reefs as well, with ‘time 

Kimberley GIANTS 
There is no doubt that the GT’s of the Kimberley are in a very good 

paddock. What we once thought of as being a ripper GT only a few years 
ago, we now hardly get the camera out for. Swabby, our no.1 GT hunter, 
stepped up his PB this year to an impressive 65lbs and he will be the first 
to tell you that a fish like that doesn’t come easy. Basically anything under 
30lbs these days is a rat, unless it’s a brassy trevally then a 30pounder is 
a stonker and will pull every bit as hard as their genuine cousin. Just ask 
celebrity guide for a week, Trevor Robb. In an epic battle he managed to 
wrestle 2 dinosaur brassys to the boat for our guests, both around the 
30lb mark.  
Big Trev s first encounter with the genuine article though was a whole 
different ball game as he got a case of the GT wobbles (quite common it 
would seem in these parts...) when his 
first cast to a pack of real GTs ended in 
tears and his $2000 stella ended up in 

the drink never to be seen again...and there wasn't even a fish on the other end of it…!!! 
Another mini celebrity, Justin Jones, came in for a week to see if he could do any better, and that he did... 
The stars and moons aligned and Justin, Gary and myself had two blinder days on GTs the size of dinner 
tables. We really had arrived at the Land of the Giants and although our success was marginal to say the 
least, the encounters we experienced left us wondering just how big do these things get. Our best fish landed 
went to Justin after a torrid battle where afterwards he called for a new back…!! We estimated that fish at 
75lbs. I was on the camera for all of the session and needless to say, some of the GTs we saw that day were 

a whole lot bigger than that. Check the vid...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NOOYoGXLLg  

Whats the Plan??? ...2016 
We had some exceptional fishing again with the Mitchell River firing on 
the barra and the offshore islands and reefs providing 

the usual Kimberley all sorts. Rob Cunningham’s 
‘Almost All Women All Stars’ group had a great week 
on board culminating in elder stateswoman Noelene 
achieving a lifetime dream in catching her first ever 

barramundi, a magnificent 76cm specimen. Well 
done! ...The sailfish checkmated us this year with al-

most all the good tide cycles clashing with strong wind 
warnings, making Cassini Island very hard to fish. We 
still scored more than a few billies though and the flip-
side of bad weather offshore meant more time up the 
Mitchell on premium tides resulting in some first class 

sight fishing for big angry barra in the 70-90cm bracket. 

Lookout meteries!!...2016 is shaping up as a boomer year. From 
March to mid April we are bed and breakfasting for 

Justin at the justifiably fabled and overly fashionable 
Shady Camp. Then its back down to the Moyle Rivers 

and coast across the quality tides of late April, May 
and June. The good ship Hyland C then has to be 
lifted for its 4 yearly prop&shaft survey and routine 

maintenance. After that we are in the Kimberleys from 
Aug through Oct where hopefully we will give our new 
100lb scales a workout on some bogan GTs of planet-
oid proportions. I still have a few prime weeks availa-
ble in the booking sheet, along with a couple of gap 
fillers, so if you are dreaming of that fishing trip of a 
lifetime, get in touch and...Come Live the Dream...  

Kimberley in general 
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